A stoichiometry driven universal spatial organization of backbones of folded proteins: are there Chargaff's rules for protein folding?
Protein folding is at least a six decade old problem, since the times of Pauling and Anfinsen. However, rules of protein folding remain elusive till date. In this work, rigorous analyses of several thousand crystal structures of folded proteins reveal a surprisingly simple unifying principle of backbone organization in protein folding. We find that protein folding is a direct consequence of a narrow band of stoichiometric occurrences of amino-acids in primary sequences, regardless of the size and the fold of a protein. We observe that "preferential interactions" between amino-acids do not drive protein folding, contrary to all prevalent views. We dedicate our discovery to the seminal contribution of Chargaff which was one of the major keys to elucidation of the stoichiometry-driven spatially organized double helical structure of DNA.